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Refactoring for Software Design Smells

2014-11-11

awareness of design smells indicators of common design problems helps
developers or software engineers understand mistakes made while
designing what design principles were overlooked or misapplied and what
principles need to be applied properly to address those smells through
refactoring developers and software engineers may know principles and
patterns but are not aware of the smells that exist in their design
because of wrong or mis application of principles or patterns these
smells tend to contribute heavily to technical debt further time owed to
fix projects thought to be complete and need to be addressed via proper
refactoring refactoring for software design smells presents 25
structural design smells their role in identifying design issues and
potential refactoring solutions organized across common areas of
software design each smell is presented with diagrams and examples
illustrating the poor design practices and the problems that result
creating a catalog of nuggets of readily usable information that
developers or engineers can apply in their projects the authors distill
their research and experience as consultants and trainers providing
insights that have been used to improve refactoring and reduce the time
and costs of managing software projects along the way they recount
anecdotes from actual projects on which the relevant smell helped
address a design issue contains a comprehensive catalog of 25
structural design smells organized around four fundamental design
principles that contribute to technical debt in software projects
presents a unique naming scheme for smells that helps understand the
cause of a smell as well as points toward its potential refactoring
includes illustrative examples that showcase the poor design practices
underlying a smell and the problems that result covers pragmatic
techniques for refactoring design smells to manage technical debt and to
create and maintain high quality software in practice presents insightful
anecdotes and case studies drawn from the trenches of real world
projects
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Software Design X-Rays

2018-03-08

are you working on a codebase where cost overruns death marches and
heroic fights with legacy code monsters are the norm battle these
adversaries with novel ways to identify and prioritize technical debt
based on behavioral data from how developers work with code and that
s just for starters because good code involves social design as well as
technical design you can find surprising dependencies between people and
code to resolve coordination bottlenecks among teams best of all the
techniques build on behavioral data that you already have your version
control system join the fight for better code use statistics and data
science to uncover both problematic code and the behavioral patterns of
the developers who build your software this combination gives you
insights you can t get from the code alone use these insights to prioritize
refactoring needs measure their effect find implicit dependencies between
different modules and automatically create knowledge maps of your
system based on actual code contributions in a radical much needed
change from common practice guide organizational decisions with
objective data by measuring how well your development teams align with
the software architecture discover a comprehensive set of practical
analysis techniques based on version control data where each point is
illustrated with a case study from a real world codebase because the
techniques are language neutral you can apply them to your own code
no matter what programming language you use guide organizational
decisions with objective data by measuring how well your development
teams align with the software architecture apply research findings from
social psychology to software development ensuring you get the tools
you need to coach your organization towards better code if you re an
experienced programmer software architect or technical manager you ll
get a new perspective that will change how you work with code what
you need you don t have to install anything to follow along in the
book tthe case studies in the book use well known open source projects
hosted on github you ll use codescene a free software analysis tool for
open source projects for the case studies we also discuss alternative
tooling options where they exist
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Agile Technical Practices Distilled

2019-06-28

delve deep into the various technical practices principles and values of
agile key featuresdiscover the essence of agile software development and
the key principles of software designexplore the fundamental practices of
agile working including test driven development tdd refactoring pair
programming and continuous integrationlearn and apply the four elements
of simple designbook description the number of popular technical
practices has grown exponentially in the last few years learning the
common fundamental software development practices can help you
become a better programmer this book uses the term agile as a wide
umbrella and covers agile principles and practices as well as most
methodologies associated with it you ll begin by discovering how driver
navigator chess clock and other techniques used in the pair programming
approach introduce discipline while writing code you ll then learn to
safely change the design of your code using refactoring while learning
these techniques you ll also explore various best practices to write
efficient tests the concluding chapters of the book delve deep into the
solid principles the five design principles that you can use to make your
software more understandable flexible and maintainable by the end of the
book you will have discovered new ideas for improving your software
design skills the relationship within your team and the way your business
works what you will learnlearn the red green refactor cycle of classic
tdd and practice the best habits such as the rule of 3 triangulation
object calisthenics and morerefactor using parallel change and improve
legacy code with characterization tests approval tests and golden
masteruse code smells as feedback to improve your designlearn the
double cycle of atdd and the outside in mindset using mocks and stubs
correctly in your testsunderstand how coupling cohesion connascence
solid principles and code smells are all relatedimprove the understanding
of your business domain using bdd and other principles for doing the right
thing not only the thing right who this book is for this book is designed
for software developers looking to improve their technical practices
software coaches may also find it helpful as a teaching reference manual
this is not a beginner s book on how to program you must be comfortable
with at least one programming language and must be able to write unit
tests using any unit testing framework
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Designing Delay-Tolerant Applications for
Store-and-Forward Networks

2020-01-31

this comprehensive resource explains how network application engineers
benefit from store and forward protocols it reviews the motivation and
design of delay tolerant networks dtns and presents a series of design
patterns with examples for developing and deploying delay tolerant
applications the rationale for delay tolerant applications as an
evolution of standard solutions to current terrestrial internet
networking challenges is presented similarities between internet
architectures and dtn features are described along with an overview of
the history of dtns the architecture defining modern dtns and the bundle
protocol transport mechanism the book identifies emerging advanced
networking concepts that require delay tolerance and presents network
design patterns as a general way of reasoning about these concepts
delay tolerance is explained and how it can be used to cache content in a
network perform open loop autonomous control of nodes annotate
messages to reduce traffic needs perform distributed error correction
implement in network data fusion and operationalize regional
administration the book discusses special considerations unique to dtns
that must be accommodated by delay tolerant applications examples of
using these patterns and a case study for their deployment

Trends in Software Testing

2016-07-26

this book is focused on the advancements in the field of software testing
and the innovative practices that the industry is adopting considering
the widely varied nature of software testing the book addresses
contemporary aspects that are important for both academia and
industry there are dedicated chapters on seamless high efficiency
frameworks automation on regression testing software by search and
system evolution management there are a host of mathematical models
that are promising for software quality improvement by model based
testing there are three chapters addressing this concern students and
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researchers in particular will find these chapters useful for their
mathematical strength and rigor other topics covered include
uncertainty in testing software security testing testing as a service
test technical debt or test debt disruption caused by digital
advancement social media cloud computing mobile application and data
analytics and challenges and benefits of outsourcing the book will be of
interest to students researchers as well as professionals in the
software industry

Automated Software Testing

2020-02-03

this book covers both theory and applications in the automation of
software testing tools and techniques for various types of software e
g object oriented aspect oriented and web based software when software
fails it is most often due to lack of proper and thorough testing an
aspect that is even more acute for object oriented aspect oriented and
web based software further since it is more difficult to test distributed
and service oriented architecture based applications there is a pressing
need to discuss the latest developments in automated software testing
this book discusses the most relevant issues models tools challenges
and applications in automated software testing further it brings
together academic researchers scientists and engineers from a wide range
of industrial application areas who present their latest findings and
identify future challenges in this fledging research area

Computer Supported Education

2020-11-09

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 11th
international conference on computer supported education csedu 2019
held in heraklion crete greece in may 2019 the 30 revised full papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 202 submissions the papers cover
wide research fields including authoring tools and content development
av communication and multimedia classroom management e learning
hardware and software blended learning critical success factors in
distance learning
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Computational Science and Its Applications –
ICCSA 2017

2017-07-13

the six volume set lncs 10404 10409 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 17th international conference on computational
science and its applications iccsa 2017 held in trieste italy in july 2017
the 313 full papers and 12 short papers included in the 6 volume
proceedings set were carefully reviewed and selected from 1052
submissions apart from the general tracks iccsa 2017 included 43
international workshops in various areas of computational sciences
ranging from computational science technologies to specific areas of
computational sciences such as computer graphics and virtual reality
furthermore this year iccsa 2017 hosted the xiv international workshop
on quantum reactive scattering the program also featured 3 keynote
speeches and 4 tutorials

Data Science and Analytics

2020-05-27

this two volume set ccis 1229 and ccis 1230 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 5th international conference on recent developments in
science engineering and technology redset 2019 held in gurugram india in
november 2019 the 74 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from total 353 submissions the papers are
organized in topical sections on data centric programming next
generation computing social and web analytics security in data science
analytics big data analytics
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Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software
Engineering

2021-02-26

this book constitutes selected revised and extended papers of the 15th
international conference on evaluation of novel approaches to
software engineering enase 2020 held in virtual format in may 2020 the
19 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 96 submissions the papers included in this book contribute to the
understanding of relevant trends of current research on novel
approaches to software engineering for the development and maintenance
of systems and applications specically with relation to model driven
software engineering requirements engineering empirical software
engineering service oriented software engineering business process
management and engineering knowledge management and engineering reverse
software engineering software process improvement software change and
configuration management software metrics software patterns and
refactoring application integration software architecture cloud
computing and formal methods

Software Quality: Higher Software Quality
through Zero Waste Development

2023-05-12

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th software
quality days conference swqd 2023 held in munich germany during may
23 25 2023 the software quality days swqd conference started in
2009 and has grown to the biggest conference on software quality in
europe the program of the swqd conference is designed to encompass a
stimulating mixture of practical presentations and new research topics
in scientific presentations the guiding conference topic of the swqd 2023
is higher software quality through zero waste development the 4 full
papers and 2 short papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 10 submissions the volume also contains one
invited talk
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Advances in Information and Communication

2021-04-15

this book aims to provide an international forum for scholarly
researchers practitioners and academic communities to explore the role
of information and communication technologies and its applications in
technical and scholarly development the conference attracted a total
of 464 submissions of which 152 submissions including 4 poster papers
have been selected after a double blind review process academic pioneering
researchers scientists industrial engineers and students will find this
series useful to gain insight into the current research and next generation
information science and communication technologies this book discusses
the aspects of communication data science ambient intelligence
networking computing security and internet of things from classical to
intelligent scope the authors hope that readers find the volume
interesting and valuable it gathers chapters addressing tate of the art
intelligent methods and techniques for solving real world problems
along with a vision of the future research

Software Engineering, Artificial Intelligence,
Networking and Parallel/Distributed Computing

2019-08-22

this book presents the outcomes of the 20th ieee acis international
conference on software engineering artificial intelligence networking and
parallel distributed computing snpd 2019 which was held on july 8 10
2019 in toyama japan the aim of the conference was to bring together
researchers and scientists businesspeople and entrepreneurs teachers
engineers computer users and students to discuss the various fields of
computer science and to share their experiences and exchange new ideas
and information in a meaningful way further they presented research
results on all aspects theory applications and tools of computer and
information science and discussed the practical challenges encountered in
their work and the solutions they adopted to overcome them the book
highlights the best papers from those accepted for presentation at the
conference they were chosen based on review scores submitted by members
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of the program committee and underwent further rigorous rounds of
review from this second round 15 of the conference s most promising
papers were selected for this springer sci book and not the conference
proceedings we eagerly await the important contributions that we know
these authors will make to the field of computer and information science

Intelligence of Things: Technologies and
Applications

2022-08-22

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the first conference on
intelligence of things icit 2022 held in hanoi vietnam in august 2022 a
total of 40 full papers in this book have been rigorously peer reviewed
and selected from over 100 submissions the papers focused on the
intelligence of things aiot studies are organized in the following parts
theoretical intelligence analyses intelligence services and applications
and intelligence service experiments this book provides interested students
and engineers with comprehensive and cutting edge studies in the fields

ASP.NET MVC Framework Unleashed

2009-07-14

in this book world renowned asp net expert and member of the microsoft
asp net team stephen walther shows experienced developers how to use
microsoft s new asp net mvc framework to build web applications that
are more powerful flexible testable manageable scalable and extensible
writing for professional programmers walther explains the crucial
concepts that make the model view controller mvc development paradigm
work so well and shows exactly how to apply them with the asp net
mvc framework from controllers and actions to views and models
walther demonstrates how to apply each asp net mvc framework feature
in real world projects in part ii you ll walk step by step through
building a full fledged asp net mvc blog application that implements
capabilities ranging from data access to validation through this case
study you ll learn how to build asp net mvc applications using test
driven development processes that enable rapid feedback greater
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productivity and better quality throughout walther presents extensive
code examples reflecting his unsurpassed experience as an asp net
instructor a leading commercial developer and now as a member of
microsoft s asp net development team understand how to build enterprise
scale web applications far more rapidly and effectively develop web
applications that are easier to maintain and extend over time gain
unprecedented control over the appearance of your website or
application expose intuitive urls that are friendlier to search engines and
users alike create asp net mvc models that contain all your application
s business validation and data access logic make the most of html
helpers model binders action filters routing and authentication
efficiently deploy your asp net mvc applications use the lightweight
jquery javascript library to easily find and manipulate html elements
create asp net mvc applications using unit test and mock object
framework

Computational Intelligence in Pattern
Recognition

2023-10-02

this book features high quality research papers presented at the 5th
international conference on computational intelligence in pattern
recognition cipr 2023 held at department of computer science and
engineering techno main salt lake west bengal india during may 27 28
2023 it includes practical development experiences in various areas of
data analysis and pattern recognition focusing on soft computing
technologies clustering and classification algorithms rough set and
fuzzy set theory evolutionary computations neural science and neural
network systems image processing combinatorial pattern matching social
network analysis audio and video data analysis data mining in dynamic
environments bioinformatics hybrid computing big data analytics and deep
learning it also provides innovative solutions to the challenges in these
areas and discusses recent developments

Predictive Analytics in System Reliability

2022-09-08
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this book provides engineers and researchers knowledge to help them in
system reliability analysis using machine learning artificial intelligence
big data genetic algorithm information theory multi criteria decision
making and other techniques it will also be useful to students learning
reliability engineering the book brings readers up to date with how system
reliability relates to the latest techniques of ai big data genetic
algorithm information theory and multi criteria decision making and
points toward future developments in the subject

Advances in Computers

2014-08-22

since its first volume in 1960 advances in computers has presented
detailed coverage of innovations in computer hardware software theory
design and applications it has also provided contributors with a medium
in which they can explore their subjects in greater depth and breadth than
journal articles usually allow as a result many articles have become
standard references that continue to be of significant lasting value in
this rapidly expanding field in depth surveys and tutorials on new
computer technology well known authors and researchers in the field
extensive bibliographies with most chapters many of the volumes are
devoted to single themes or subfields of computer science

Developments in Information & Knowledge
Management for Business Applications

2021-08-15

this book provides practical knowledge on different aspects of
information and knowledge management in businesses in contemporary
unstable time enterprises businesses deal with various challenges such as
large scale competitions high levels of uncertainty and risk rush
technological advancements while increasing customer requirements thus
businesses work continually on improving efficiency of their operations
and resources towards enabling sustainable solutions based on the
knowledge and information accumulated previously consequently this
third volume of our subline persists to highlight different approaches of
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handling enterprise knowledge information management directing to the
importance of unceasing progress of structural management for the
steady growth we look forward that the works of this volume can
encourage and initiate further research on this topic

Smart and Sustainable Intelligent Systems

2021-03-24

the world is experiencing an unprecedented period of change and growth
through all the electronic and technilogical developments and everyone
on the planet has been impacted what was once science fiction today it is
a reality this book explores the world of many of once unthinkable
advancements by explaining current technologies in great detail each
chapter focuses on a different aspect machine vision pattern analysis and
image processing advanced trends in computational intelligence and data
analytics futuristic communication technologies disruptive technologies
for future sustainability the chapters include the list of topics that
spans all the areas of smart intelligent systems and computing such as
data mining with soft computing evolutionary computing quantum
computing expert systems next generation communication blockchain and
trust management intelligent biometrics multi valued logical systems
cloud computing and security etc an extensive list of bibliographic
references at the end of each chapter guides the reader to probe further
into application area of interest to him her

Designing Thriving Systems

2019-04-10

this monograph illuminates a design mindset for systems artefacts that
not only survive but thrive of itself an artefact is devoid of design
quality until encountered in a specific social context by human
attendants design quality is the affect of an intertwining of a an
artefact s structural and behavior properties b an attendant humanly
conception of quality an appreciative system and c the enfolding social
context of their encounter to pursue quality in design is to interweave
these three strands bound as a durable cord that evokes a visceral
satisfaction or the delight of a ringing musical chord the human
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consciousness of design quality is fundamentally metaphoric and dynamic
a perception of reality mediated by a personal value disposition in the
continuum of experience living moment after moment both the attendant s
metaphorical appreciation and their sense of quality evolve and thus
design quality issues from perpetual concentric cycles of design
construct experience learn assess calibrate over the life span of
relationship with an artefact design as a verb s purpose is to service the
life in that relationship sustain its survival and hopefully raise that
life to a state of thriving design quality manifests throughout the
cycles of design as a verb rather than as a product of it such is the
mindset in which the designer must indwell and that design education must
nurture while all artefacts are systems the domain of artefact design of
which i am most experienced is computing systems therefore i will rest
upon that domain to explore a theory and practice of design as a verb
designing thriving systems

XXI Jornadas de Ingenier�a del Software y Bases
de Datos

2020-07-29

las jornadas de ingenier�a del software y bases de datos jisbd
constituyen el foro que cada a�o re�ne a la comunidad cient�fica
espa�ola en las �reas de ingenier�a del software y bases de datos y
siempre han atra�do el inter�s de grupos de investigaci�n de portugal e
iberoam�rica en estas dos �reas jisbd es organizada por la sociedad de
ingenier�a de software y tecnolog�as de desarrollo de software
sistedes junto a otras dos conferencias jornadas de programaci�n
declarativa prole y jornadas de ciencia e ingenier�a de servicios jcis la
vig�simo primera edici�n de jisbd es uno de los quince eventos cient�ficos
que integran la iv conferencia espa�ola de inform�tica cedi que se
celebra en salamanca cedi tiene una periodicidad de tres a�os y su
prop�sito es mostrar a la sociedad el estado actual de la inform�tica
en espa�a en la edici�n actual jisbd ha continuado con la organizaci�n
basada en �reas tem�ticas o tracks puesta en marcha en la edici�n previa
los tipos de contribuci�n han sido los considerados en ediciones
anteriores art�culos completos art�culos cortos art�culos
relevantes y demos como novedad se realiz� un llamamiento a nuevos
tracks dentro de la primera solicitud de contribuciones lanzada a
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principios de noviembre de 2015 dado que no se recibi� ninguna solicitud
no fue necesario aplicar el mecanismo previsto para dar cabida a nuevos
tracks por tanto jisbd 2016 incluye los mismos tracks que en la edici�n
anterior arquitecturas del software y variabilidad calidad y pruebas
desarrollo de software dirigido por modelos gesti�n de datos ingenier�a
del software guiada por b�squeda ingenier�a y sistemas pervasivos y
procesos software y metodolog�as y de nuevo se ha incluido el track
abierto para dar cabida a los trabajos que no encajan en ninguno de los
tracks anteriores otra novedad ha tenido que ver con la modalidad de
art�culos relevantes ya publicados en revistas con �ndices de impacto
o conferencias internacionales prestigiosas en las �reas asociadas a un
determinado track con el fin de facilitar el proceso de selecci�n y
asegurar la calidad de estas contribuciones se ha establecido que un
trabajo relevante debe haber sido publicado en una revista en el cuartil
q1 de jcr o en una de las dos conferencias que ha seleccionado cada
track cabe destacar un incremento significativo en el n�mero de
contribuciones recibidas con respecto a las tres ediciones anteriores
mientras en 2015 se recibieron 70 contribuciones 54 en 2014 y 64 en
2013 en esta edici�n se han recibido 94 contribuciones 34 completos 29
cortos 25 relevantes y 6 demos el n�mero de trabajos aceptados ha
sido 79 30 completos 21 cortos 24 relevantes y 5 demos estos
n�meros parecen avalar la nueva organizaci�n en torno a �reas
tem�ticas y que las jisbd pueden jugar un importante papel para dinamizar
las diferentes comunidades relacionadas con la ingenier�a del software y
las bases de datos en nuestro pa�s la conferencia invitada ser�
impartida por andrei voronkok prestigioso investigador de la universidad
de manchester que ha recibido el premio herbrand por sus contribuciones
al razonamiento autom�tico y que es creador de easychair una de las
herramientas de gesti�n de conferencias m�s extendidas en el mundo el dr
voronkok analizar� los desaf�os a los que se ha debido hacer frente en
la construcci�n de easychair desde el punto de vista del dise�o de
software y la gesti�n de los datos as� como de los retos para el
futuro adem�s las conferencias invitadas de jcis tommi mikkonnen
institute of pervasive computing tampere finland y de prole arnaud
gotlieb simula research laboratory norway que se celebran en paralelo
en esta ocasi�n son tambi�n parte del programa de jisbd 2016
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Computational Science and Its Applications –
ICCSA 2019

2019-06-28

the six volumes lncs 11619 11624 constitute the refereed proceedings
of the 19th international conference on computational science and its
applications iccsa 2019 held in saint petersburg russia in july 2019 the
64 full papers 10 short papers and 259 workshop papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected form numerous submissions the 64 full
papers are organized in the following five general tracks computational
methods algorithms and scientific applications high performance
computing and networks geometric modeling graphics and visualization
advanced and emerging applications and information systems and
technologies the 259 workshop papers were presented at 33 workshops
in various areas of computational sciences ranging from computational
science technologies to specific areas of computational sciences such as
software engineering security artificial intelligence and blockchain
technologies

Virtual Technologies and E-Collaboration for
the Future of Global Business

2022-06-17

effective collaboration technologies and tools are critical to the
development of contemporary business landscapes especially as more
businesses offer fully remote or hybrid work options effective
communication is key to increasing work productivity and absolutely
essential for project managers and teams working to achieve their end
goals individuals and businesses can benefit from research on the design
execution and assessment of collaboration applications as they strive
for effective tools to increase virtual forms of communication it is
essential that businesses remain up to date with and incorporate these
emerging virtual technologies and e collaboration into their practices
virtual technologies and e collaboration for the future of global
business examines the most recent findings in knowledge intensive
collaborative environments with a focus on methodologies and
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strategies for increasing online collaboration it discusses the emerging
technologies and tools for collaboration in virtual environments and
includes findings in automation computing and intelligent information
systems as well as state of the art solutions covering various issues
and challenges covering topics such as capacity building groupware
systems and knowledge management this premier reference source is an
essential resource for business leaders and managers entrepreneurs board
directors faculty and students of higher education technology
directors and managers it professionals researchers and academicians

Computer Supported Education

2019-06-19

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 9th
international conference on computer supported education csedu 2018
held in funchal madeira portugal in march 2018 the 27 revised full
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 193 submissions the
papers deal with the following topics new educational environments best
practices and case studies of innovative technology based learning
strategies institutional policies on computer supported education
including open and distance education

Composing Model-Based Analysis Tools

2021-12-02

this book presents joint works of members of the software engineering and
formal methods communities with representatives from industry with the
goal of establishing the foundations for a common understanding of the
needs for more flexibility in model driven engineering it is based on the
dagstuhl seminar 19481 composing model based analysis tools which
was held november 24 to 29 2019 at schloss dagstuhl germany where
current challenges their background and concepts to address them were
discussed the book is structured in two parts and organized around five
fundamental core aspects of the subject 1 the composition of languages
models and analyses 2 the integration and orchestration of analysis
tools 3 the continual analysis of models 4 the exploitation of results
and 5 the way to handle uncertainty in model based developments after a
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chapter on foundations and common terminology and a chapter on
challenges in the field one chapter is devoted to each of the above five
core aspects in the first part of the book these core chapters are
accompanied by additional case studies in the second part of the book in
which specific tools and experiences are presented in more detail to
illustrate the concepts and ideas previously introduced the book mainly
targets researchers in the fields of software engineering and formal
methods as well as software engineers from industry with basic
familiarity with quality properties model driven engineering and analysis
tools from reading the book researchers will receive an overview of the
state of the art and current challenges research directions and recent
concepts while practitioners will be interested to learn about concrete
tools and practical applications in the context of case studies

Software Design

2003

this text provides a balanced view of the various software design
methodologies most widely used by practitioners it advises students of
the strengths and limitations of each method with a view to helping them
to judge which to adopt when working in the field

Mastering PHP Design Patterns

2016-09-28

develop robust and reusable code using a multitude of design patterns
for php 7 about this book learn about advanced design patterns in php 7
understand enhanced architectural patterns learn to implement reusable
design patterns to address common recurring problems who this book is
for this book is for php developers who wish to have better organization
structure over their code through learning common methodologies to
solve architectural problems against a backdrop of learning new
functionality in php 7 what you will learn recognize recurring problems
in your code with anti patterns uncover object creation mechanisms using
creational patterns use structural design patterns to easily access
your code address common issues encountered when linking objects using
the splobserver classes in php 7 achieve a common style of coding with
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architectural patterns write reusable code for common mvc frameworks
such as zend laravel and symfony get to know the best practices
associated with design patterns when used with php 7 in detail design
patterns are a clever way to solve common architectural issues that
arise during software development with an increase in demand for
enhanced programming techniques and the versatile nature of php a deep
understanding of php design patterns is critical to achieve efficiency while
coding this comprehensive guide will show you how to achieve better
organization structure over your code through learning common
methodologies to solve architectural problems you ll also learn about
the new functionalities that php 7 has to offer starting with a brief
introduction to design patterns you quickly dive deep into the three main
architectural patterns creational behavioral and structural
popularly known as the gang of four patterns over the course of the
book you will get a deep understanding of object creation mechanisms
advanced techniques that address issues concerned with linking objects
together and improved methods to access your code you will also learn
about anti patterns and the best methodologies to adopt when building a
php 7 application with a concluding chapter on best practices this book
is a complete guide that will equip you to utilize design patterns in php 7
to achieve maximum productivity ensuring an enhanced software
development experience style and approach the book covers advanced
design patterns in detail in php 7 with the help of rich code based examples

Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 8
Programmer Exam 1Z0-809: A Comprehensive
OCPJP 8 Certification Guide

2015-12-30

this book is a comprehensive step by step and one stop guide for the java
se 8 programmer ii exam iz0 809 salient features of this book include 100
coverage of the exam topics a full length mock exam practice exam
questions exam notes and tips oracle certified professional java se 8
programmer ii guide exam iz0 809 is a comprehensive guide for the ocpjp 8
exam the book starts by answering frequently asked questions about
the ocpjp 8 exam chapter 1 the book maps each exam topic into a chapter
and covers 100 of the exam topics next 12 chapters exam topics are
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discussed using numerous programming and real world examples each
chapter ends with practice exam questions and a quick summary that
revises key concepts covered in the chapter from exam perspective after
reading the main chapters you can take the full length mock exam to
ensure that you have enough practice before actually taking the exam
chapter 14 if you are an ocpjp 8 exam aspirant this book is certainly for
you this book assumes that you are already familiar with java
fundamentals that is in line with the prerequisite of having a ocajp 8
certification before you take up the ocpjp 8 exam this book will be a
delectable read to you because of its simple language example driven
approach easy to read style and complete focus towards the exam
salient features in depth and 100 coverage of all 12 exam topics for the
certification numerous illustrative programming and real world
examples hundreds of practice exam questions including a full length
mock exam what you will learn have the necessary knowledge to clear
the exam since 100 of the exam topics are covered to the required depth
clearly understand the scope and objectives of the exam the technical
topics covered in the exam and type and level of difficulty of the exam
questions in short you will clearly know what s exactly required for
passing the exam get into an exam mindset by trying out hundreds of
practice exam questions

Frontiers in Software Engineering

2022-01-06

this volume constitutes selected papers presented at the first
international conference on frontiers in software engineering icfse 2021
hekd in innopolis russia in june 2021 the 13 presented full papers were
thoroughly reviewed and selected from 37 submissions the papers present
discussion on such topics as software engineering tools and
environments empirical software engineering model driven and domain
specific engineering human factors and social aspects of software
engineering cooperative distributed and global software engineering
component based software engineering software metrics and software
engineering for green and sustainable technologies
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Information Science and Applications

2021-04-02

this book presents select proceedings of 11th international conference
on information science and applications 2020 icisa 2020 and provides a
snapshot of the latest issues encountered in technical convergence and
convergences of security technology it explores how information science
is core to most current research industrial and commercial activities
and consists of contributions covering topics including ubiquitous
computing networks and information systems multimedia and
visualization middleware and operating systems security and privacy
data mining and artificial intelligence software engineering and
technology also the proceedings introduce the most recent information
technology and ideas applications and problems related to technology
convergence illustrated through case studies and reviews converging
existing security techniques through this book readers can gain an
understanding of the current state of the art information strategies and
technologies of convergence security

Agile Software Development

2023-02-09

agile software development a unique title that introduces the whole
range of agile software development processes from the fundamental
concepts to the highest levels of applications such as requirement
analysis software testing quality assurance and risk management agile
software development asd has become a popular technology because its
methods apply to any programming paradigm it is important in the
software development process because it emphasizes incremental delivery
team collaboration continuous planning and learning over delivering
everything at once near the end agile has gained popularity as a result
of its use of various frameworks methods and techniques to improve
software quality scrum is a major agile framework that has been widely
adopted by the software development community metaheuristic
techniques have been used in the agile software development process to
improve software quality and reliability these techniques not only
improve quality and reliability but also test cases resulting in cost
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effective and time effective software however many significant research
challenges must be addressed to put such asd capabilities into practice
with the use of diverse techniques guiding principles artificial intelligence
soft computing and machine learning this book seeks to study theoretical
and technological research findings on all facets of asd also it sheds
light on the latest trends challenges and applications in the area of asd
this book explores the theoretical as well as the technical research
outcomes on all the aspects of agile software development by using
various methods principles artificial intelligence soft computing and
machine learning audience the book is designed for computer scientists and
software engineers both in research and industry graduate and
postgraduate students will find the book accessible as well

Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems

2011-10-12

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th international
conference on model driven engineering languages and systems models
2011 held in wellington new zealand in october 2011 the papers address
a wide range of topics in research foundations track and practice
applications track for the first time a new category of research papers
vision papers are included presenting outside the box thinking the
foundations track received 167 full paper submissions of which 34 were
selected for presentation out of these 3 papers were vision papers the
application track received 27 submissions of which 13 papers were
selected for presentation the papers are organized in topical sections on
model transformation model complexity aspect oriented modeling
analysis and comprehension of models domain specific modeling models for
embedded systems model synchronization model based resource management
analysis of class diagrams verification and validation refactoring
models modeling visions logics and modeling development methods and
model integration and collaboration

Advances in Computational Intelligence and
Communication Technology

2020-06-18
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this book features high quality papers presented at the international
conference on computational intelligence and communication technology
cict 2019 organized by abes engineering college ghaziabad india and held
from february 22 to 23 2019 it includes the latest advances and
research findings in fields of computational science and communication
such as communication networking web informatics hardware and
software designs distributed parallel processing advanced software
engineering advanced database management systems and bioinformatics as
such it is of interest to research scholars students and engineers around
the globe

Data Science and Innovations for Intelligent
Systems

2021-10-01

data science is an emerging field and innovations in it need to be explored
for the success of society 5 0 this book not only focuses on the
practical applications of data science to achieve computational
excellence but also digs deep into the issues and implications of
intelligent systems this book highlights innovations in data science to
achieve computational excellence that can optimize performance of smart
applications the book focuses on methodologies framework design issues
tools architectures and technologies necessary to develop and
understand data science and its emerging applications in the present era
this book will be useful for the research community start up
entrepreneurs academicians and data centered industries and professors
that are interested in exploring innovations in varied applications and
areas of data science

Safety and Security of Cyber-Physical Systems

2022-07-20

cyber physical systems cpss consist of software controlled computing
devices communicating with each other and interacting with the physical
world through sensors and actuators because most of the
functionality of a cps is implemented in software the software is of
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crucial importance for the safety and security of the cps this book
presents principle based engineering for the development and operation of
dependable software the knowledge in this book addresses organizations
that want to strengthen their methodologies to build safe and secure
software for mission critical cyber physical systems the book presents a
successful strategy for the management of vulnerabilities threats and
failures in mission critical cyber physical systems offers deep practical
insight into principle based software development 62 principles are
introduced and cataloged into five categories business organization
general principles safety security and risk management principles provides
direct guidance on architecting and operating dependable cyber physical
systems for software managers and architects

Software Engineering for Variability Intensive
Systems

2019-01-15

this book addresses the challenges in the software engineering of
variability intensive systems variability intensive systems can support
different usage scenarios by accommodating different and unforeseen
features and qualities the book features academic and industrial
contributions that discuss the challenges in developing maintaining and
evolving systems cloud and mobile services for variability intensive
software systems and the scalability requirements they imply the book
explores software engineering approaches that can efficiently deal with
variability intensive systems as well as applications and use cases
benefiting from variability intensive systems

Proceedings of the International Congress on
Information and Communication Technology

2016-06-04

this volume contains 69 papers presented at icict 2015 international
congress on information and communication technology the conference
was held during 9th and 10th october 2015 udaipur india and organized
by csi udaipur chapter division iv sig wns sig e agriculture in association
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with acm udaipur professional chapter the institution of engineers india
udaipur local centre and mining engineers association of india rajasthan
udaipur chapter this volume contains papers mainly focused on ict for
managerial applications e governance iot and e mining

Pro PHP Refactoring

2011-01-10

many businesses and organizations depend on older high value php
software that risks abandonment because it is impossible to maintain the
reasons for this may be that the software is not well designed there is
only one developer the one who created the system who can develop it
because he didn t use common design patterns and documentation or the
code is procedural not object oriented with this book you ll learn to
identify problem code and refactor it to create more effective
applications using test driven design
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